
Knitted 
Measurements 
Head circumference 22"/56cm 

Materials 
‣ Used 3oz/80g approx. 1 ball (100g 

80% Acrylic 20% Wool) 
 Melange Wool Kartopu 
 Colour # MK928 
‣ Circular size 7 (4.5mm) length 24"/

60cm  
‣ 5 stitch markers (one in different color ) 
‣ Measuring tape 
‣ Pair of scissors 
‣ Eye blunt needle 

Gauge 
60 sts and 20 rows to 2.5"/6cm over 
brioche pat. 
One row with purl st increasing one st 
per nine sts. 
8"/20cm with purl twist pat. 
Decreasing 5 sts each row after that 

Stitch Glossary 
Beg begin/ beginning 
CO cast on 
CONT continue  
DEC decreasing  

INC increasing 
K knit 
K2tog knit two together  
SLP slip st purlwise 
St stitch 
Sts stitches 
P purl 
Pat pattern 
P2tog purl two together 
P2togP1ag purl 2 sts together, do not 
slip from needle, purl the first stitch 
again, and slip both stitches from needle 
together  
REP repeat 
WS wrong side 
YO yarn over 
YF yarn forward 
Brioche Stitch 
Set up Row REP *YF, SLP, K1* 
Following Rows REP *YF, SLP, K2tog* 
Purl Twist in circular 
Odd rows(WS)  Purl. 
Even rows (WS) Undo the last stitch and 
shift marker one stitch to the right then 
P2togP1ag. 

Hat  
With 2 needles, CO 60 sts. Work over 
Brioche Stitch for 20 rows, end with 90 st. 
Body 
Put the marker and join the circular. Pat is 
in WS. Row 1 Purl st. Inc one st per nine 
sts. End up with 100 st. 
Cont with Purl Twist  in circular 
from row 2 until piece measures 8"/20cm 
from beg, end up with purl row. 
Top shaping  
Divide sts to 5 sections. Put 1 markers 
every 20 st. (Use different colour marker 
for starter) 
Dec 1 st after each marker (in odd and 
even rows) keeping to purl twist pat and 
shifting marker every two rows. End up 
with 7 sts per section, 35 st in total.  
Last row  
Remove markers. P2Tog. End up with 18 
st. 
Finishing 
Cut the yarn leaving about 20cm for tail. 
Pass the needle through the yarn and 
then pass the needle through the stitches 
from opposite stitch. Pull the yarn until 
the hole is blocked. turn the inside out 
and stitch until firmly secured.  
Stitch the seaming line. 

SLOUCHY 
HAT


